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Abstract. Understanding the complex urban landscapes of cities and
their evolution is becoming an ever more essential area of research for
urbanists, city planners, historians, and industry leaders. Toward this
endeavor, data-driven 3D semantic city models can be implemented to
create tools for understanding, simulating, and modeling these urbanization processes and many other urban phenomena. These implementations often require integrating multidimensional (2D/3D, temporal, and
thematic), heterogeneous, and multisource urban data to provide users
with more complete views of the changing urban landscape. In recent
years, researchers have turned toward Semantic Web technologies such
as knowledge graphs as common platforms for integrating these data
and their underlying data models. However, simple transformation or
conversion of urban data towards these formats is prone to data loss,
and integration of urban data model standards lacking interoperability
poses its own challenges. This work proposes a model-centric urban data
transformation approach towards Semantic Web data formats, based on
international standards for facilitating the integration of these urban
data and promoting their interoperability in the context of multidimensional city modeling.
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Introduction and Motivation

Urbanization is a complex and increasingly relevant change process. In 2018 the
United Nations reported that 55% of the world’s inhabitants live in urban areas
and predicted that number to increase to 68% by 2050 [23]. Today, the utilization of 3D and 4D semantic city models [2,27], urban digital twins, and smart
city applications [20] is a growing area of research for understanding these urban
processes. These approaches often go beyond purely spatial 2D and 3D city models and incorporate more complex multidimensional (nD) structured city data
including temporal data such as 4D (3D+Time) [1] and thematic or categorical data defined by urban data vocabularies and data model standards such as
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CityGML1 and BIM-IFC2 . In addition, these data are produced from a variety
of data sources and data capturing techniques such as LIDAR, photogrammetry,
Internet of Things (IoT) sensors, etc. leading to a large heterogeneity in data
formats.
To provide users a more complete view of the evolving urban landscape, multidimensional city models often require the combination of these heterogeneous
urban data [22]. Consequently, they must overcome the data integration challenges that arise from a lack of interoperability between these structured and
semi-structured urban data formats and data models. To this end, approaches
relying on Semantic Web technologies as a platform for urban data integration
are being proposed [8,9,16] where both these data and their underlying data
models can be represented, formalized, combined, and shared as machine processible open-linked-data through the use of Resource Description Framework
(RDF) knowledge graphs and Ontology Web Language (OWL) ontologies.
These approaches often take either a bottom-up or a top-down method of
integration [10]. Bottom-up approaches such as Ontology-Based Data Access
(OBDA) can bridge the interoperability gap between heterogeneous urban data
by mapping the schema of existing relational databases to a common ontological model [14,19]. Conversely, top-down (or model-centric) approaches such as
Model-Driven-Development (MDD) or Model-Driven-Architecture (MDA) [13]
rely on data models and data transformations to provide effective and reproducible methods for creating OWL ontologies from existing urban data models
and datasets. These approaches may provide the possibility of reusing existing
urban data model standards with existing structured data as opposed to creating
new ontologies manually.
This evolving middle-stage work proposes a model-centric standards-based
data transformation approach for improving nD urban data quality and interoperability during urban data integration as RDF knowledge graphs.
This paper presents the work as follows: Section 2 describes the state of the
art and related works in nD urban data modeling, transformations to semantic web formats, and heterogeneous urban data integration; Section 3 presents
the problem statement and each contribution; Section 4 presents the research
methodology and the implementation of the proposed approach; Section 5 details how the approach will be evaluated; Section 6 will present the intermediate
results achieved thus far; and Section 7 will present the lessons learned and
conclude.
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State of the Art

The representation and querying of geospatial and spatio-temporal urban data
with Semantic Web technologies have seen much advancement in recent years
1
2
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with proposals such as GeoSPARQL, stRDF, Building Topology Ontology, Ontology for Managing Geometry, and BimSPARQL [3,29]. In the context of using
transformation towards these technologies to facilitate nD urban data integration for enriching 3D semantic city models, there are several existing works in
the literature to take into consideration.
2.1

nD Urban Data Model Transformation and Alignment

When creating ontologies with transformation approaches, it is important to
consider the modeling language with which the input data model is formalized
in, as the same data model formalized in different languages can produce OWL
ontologies with varying structure and vocabulary.
In general, there are two primary kinds of urban data models used as input
in these transformations:
– Conceptual data models (such as UML models) [6,11]
– Physical data models (such as XML schema) [24]
Top-down approaches using conceptual data model formats such as UML can
exploit the similar modeling concepts and relationships to OWL (e.g. classes, attributes, properties, cardinality, etc.) to propose more straightforward mappings
compared to XML Schema-based transformations [4]. To this end, geospatial
model transformation standards such as ISO 19150-23 have been defined by international organizations such as ISO4 and the Open Geospatial Consortium5 for
defining transformation mapping rules between geospatial UML models to OWL.
In the case of both UML and XML Schema-based approaches - which use more
constrained, closed-world formalizations of data models compared to OWL’s
open-world interpretation - a choice exists in how constrained the generated ontology should be. Which method of transformation should be implemented may
vary based on the motivation for integration or use-case [4].
After a data model is expressed in OWL, it can be integrated with other
OWL ontologies through alignment and ontology matching techniques [21]. In
nD urban data integration, much research has been proposed with commonly
implemented data models in Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and Building Information Modeling (BIM) [7,18,24], 3D Cultural Heritage Applications
[17], and 4D urban data modeling [22].
2.2

Model-centric nD Urban Data Transformation

Model-centric transformation approaches such as Extract-Transform-Load (ETL)
data pipelines can use data models or schema to define or guide the transformation of heterogeneous urban data towards RDF and OWL [4,12] with some
works proposing scalable data-lake integration solutions [15]. Similar to the data
3
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model transformations noted in section 2.1, the data format used to represent
the underlying data models of the data to be transformed affects the structure
of the output data. Here, bottom-up approaches are more commonly used as relying on schemas that directly define the structure of the data to be transformed
may have the benefit of better preserving the geospatial semantics of these data
[4].

3

Problem Statement and Contributions

Limiting semantic data loss and maximizing data interoperability are crucial to
improving heterogeneous multisource nD urban data integration for enriching
3D semantic city models, Smart City Applications, and Urban digital Twins.
This work hypothesizes that a standards-based model-centric data transformation
approach guided by conceptual, as opposed to physical, data models can improve
the quality and interoperability of generated nD urban data models and data
during integration as linked-open-data.
To evaluate this hypothesis, three research questions arise:
Q1: How can geospatial model transformation standards such as ISO 19150-2 be
used to create more concise and useful nD urban data ontologies for nD city modeling while facilitating the integration of existing spatio-temporal ontologies?
Q2: What data quality issues arise (e.g. semantic data loss, inconsistencies)
when using either conceptual or physical data models to guide data transformation pipelines and how can they be mitigated?
Q3: How can these transformations be structured to improve scalability when
integrating large datasets covering the district and city-sized urban areas?
Towards this end, several contributions have been realized [25,26]:
– A state of the art study in creating OWL ontologies from nD urban data
UML and XML Schema data models
– A reproducible nD urban data model transformation pipeline based on the
ISO standard 19150-2:2015 UML to OWL mappings
– An nD urban data ontology network based on urban data standards
– A proposed approach for integrating heterogeneous multisource nD urban
data as linked-open-data with a model-centric data transformations
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Research Methodology

To confront the aforementioned problem statement, this work utilizes the following research methodology: Firstly, several state-of-the-art studies must be
conducted to better understand the domain of nD urban data integration. Two
studies are conducted in the creation of OWL ontologies from nD urban data
models to compare the use of conceptual and physical data models. In addition,
a study of data integration approaches of nD urban data as RDF knowledge
graphs will be done to better understand how to limit data loss during these
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processes and produce interoperable linked-open-data. These studies will also
take into consideration which data models are being commonly implemented in
these applications as reusing vocabularies is key to improving interoperability in
OWL [4]; Secondly, a data model transformations will be implemented using the
information gleaned from the state of the art to create ontologies from widely
used urban data model standards. These ontologies will be aligned with existing
spatio-temporal ontologies to create an nD urban data ontology network and
ensure their interoperability as linked-open-data vocabularies; Thirdly, a data
integration methodology (see figure 1) is proposed based on model-centric data
transformations that exploit the nD urban ontology network to define their transformation mappings to RDF; Finally, this approach (and its resulting data and
data models) will be tested according to an evaluation plan (detailed in section
5) to validate if it promotes the data quality of nD urban data standards during
transformation and to determine its viability for data integration in enriching
nD semantic city models, urban digital twins, and smart city applications.

Fig. 1. Proposed integration methodology
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Evaluation Plan

To test the hypothesis stated in section 3, this work will measure and profile
several criteria of the proposed integration approach and resulting knowledge
graphs. In regards to Q1, two OWL ontologies representing the same data model
standard will be automatically generated (one from a UML model and another
from an XML Schema) and then compared on criteria such as consistency and
conciseness in the context of nD urban data applications using requirements
and tests developed using the ROMEO [28] ontology evaluation methodology.
In response to Q2 and Q3, several knowledge graphs will be created from realworld open urban data repositories using model-centric transformations guided
by the generated ontologies and their respective physical schemas. Profiling will
be implemented to re-evaluate these graphs when combined with their previously
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generated ontologies. A method for determining if, and how much data loss
has occurred during transformation is also in development. Additionally, the
SPARQL query execution time of oft-asked nD questions from historians and
urban planners (such as how city objects and urban phenomena evolve over
time [5]). A synthesis of these tests will be done to measure the possibility of
real-time analysis and scalability of these data in urban digital twins and smart
city applications.

6

Intermediate Results

At this point, this work has achieved several initial results. A reproducible urban
data transformation tool, UD-Graph, was implemented to generate urban data
RDF knowledge graphs. This tool can currently be used to implement two types
of transformations for generating OWL ontologies from either:
– Geospatial XML Schema [25] extending the mappings based on [24] to take
advantage of geospatial standards in the Semantic Web
– Geospatial OWL ontologies created from UML models using the ISO 19150-2
standard [26]
Thus far, an initial comparison of the resulting ontologies and datasets has
been performed using the CityGML 2.0 and 3.0 conceptual models [26] within
the context of improving the integration of 3D city model snapshots to model
spatio-temporal building evolution. These data models were chosen for their rich
vocabularies and widespread use in nD urban data research and industry. In
the UML-based approach, the generated ontology is queried using to determine
how XML (where nodes and attributes are represented as a tree) should be
converted into RDF triples. Since a conceptual model does not directly define the
structure of the data instances, some human intervention is required in defining
mappings in the case where the structure of the data diverges from the UML
model. For example, in the case where an element in XML uses a different name
or namespace in its XML schema compared to the UML model. Defining custom
mappings has the added benefit of being able to reuse existing OWL vocabularies
such as SKOS, GeoSPARQL, OWL-Time, and ISO standard ontologies similarly
generated from geospatial UML models6 .
Alongside these contributions, some work has been done in conjunction with
the OGC’s CityGML 3.0 XML Encoding Sub-working Group7 to produce standardized 4D urban data.
6
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Fig. 2. 3 building historical successions based on the CityGML 3.0 Versioning module; Version graph overview7 (left); Ontograf visualization of generated RDF graph
produced by UD-Graph [26] (right)

Reproducibility
This work makes use of open data, especially city models of Lyon in CityGML
format8 . We also use SoftwareHeritage persistent identifiers9 for sharing code
and data presented in table 1.

S.No. Name
1.
(Transformation
tool) UD-Graph
2.
Proposed model

SWHID
https://github.com/VCityTeam/UD-Graph

https://github.com/VCityTeam/UD-Graph/tree/master/
Ontologies/CityGML/3.0
3.
Generated
https://github.com/VCityTeam/UD-Graph/tree/master/
datasets
Transformations/test-data/RDF
Table 1. Reproducibility: URLs of code, proposed data model, and produced data
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Conclusions and Lessons Learned

This work explores a method for model-centric data integration with semantic
web technologies based on standards to create interoperable data models and
improve data interoperability of nD urban linked-open-data. By using semiautomated mapping transformations, as proposed in UD-Graph [25,26], existing
8
9
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nD urban data standard data models and data can be combined with existing
spatio-temporal semantic web standards.
Currently, using UML models appears to be a favorable approach for creating
OWL ontologies [26] due to the similarity in modeling concepts between UML
and OWL, but a more formal evaluation of this approach is needed to measure
how much semantic data may be lost in the case of urban data standards which
present a large divergence between their conceptual and physical data models,
and thus more human intervention is required to converge on a complete mapping. Additionally, this approach requires testing with additional data models
aside from CityGML, such as IndoorGML10 , or BIM-IFC and profiling the data
volume and query execution time of the datasets generated.
Once this work is concluded, the proposed approach can be implemented to
integrate heterogeneous urban data sources for enriching nD city models, urban
digital twins, and smart city applications.
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